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INTRODUCTION
in accordance wlth the Pequ!rements of Contr-"ct No. N._-¢_ 9-8'/7 negotlated by the
National Aeronautics and Sp_ce Administration, Manned Spacecraft Center, Genered
_l_L: Research Procurement Office, Houston_ Texas with The Emerson Electric k4anufac-turlncj Company of St. Lou s, Missouri, for Performance Evaluation of "THERMO-
LA(31, Material for Entry Heat Protection of Advanced M_nnec._ Spacecraft, this f!naJ
report Is submlttedto documet_t and sLImmarlze the re,;=ults of the ant:re c¢:-_tr_ct wor.k.
- :the "report Is submitted In five (5_ voiumes: Volume !, Summary of lnvestlgatlons;
. Volume il, Thermal lnvestlRatlo_s, Volume Ill, Structural investlgatlons; Volume iV,
l_. Blister investigations; and Volume V, IBM Manual.
• Two forms of I_:'THERMO-I_AG _t T-500 were evaluated. The T-5Oq-4 designation
refers to spray-deposlted material cured according to presc._.!bed procedures, The desig-nation T-5q0-6 Is applied to spray deposited material, r-elnforced with loose weave :
: glass cloth welghI,'_g 1.94 ounces per-• square yard lnterlamlraled during, the spray
operations at Intervals of 0.050 Inches _ which has been vacuum bag molded and
" cured accordlng to prescribed procedures. '-
The report Include s- detailed descrlptlons of the investlgatlo,-_s perforn'_ed and the
:i7 results_oblelr=ed pertinent to _the use of IITHERMO-L_AGl= T-500 materI_ls for: the
. fabrication of manred entry vehicle heat shield systems. Investigations significanto
from the standpoint-of the r,-.__al,p_e_r|or-r_._nce Include the' determlnatlo_ of thePrnal pro-
perties, therr, lal.-chemtcal- characterlstlcs, er:,/Ironmental characterlstics_ and the
j able.li0n cha-racterlstVcs of T-500 materials as evaluated from lhe results of an exten-sive program Of air- arc. plasma flight 51mulatlon tests. Basic lnfor'm=-tlon was derived
concerning the ablatlo,', mechanism which was used for the development of a numerical
=1_ computer program to .oredlct thermal barrier reclulrements. .:
Structural lnvestlgatlons originally contracted include ti_e determination of material
-k=._ str_Jctural properties over a range of temperatures aftd the perfor'manco of a-_slmpll-
fled stress analysis of T-500 heat shleld systems applied over a honeycomb structur6.
Durlng the course of this w_oPl<, a unique ,'nethod of detePmlnlng the lhermai-st.-'ucvJral _
behavlo'r of a heat shiel(_-_was developed Involving the simulation of the heat shield
i_ continuum wltha truss and shear web netyvorK " This report Includes a descriptionof the worl_ p rlor-reed u er contract extension to refine and expan _the tru s
analogy studies and to develop an IBM program for raptd problem _olutlon.
Investigations a.,'_o reported concerning IITHERMOLI._A_ I_-application methods, mechan-
ical fastener development_ arLd the use of the material as a filler _or joints and gaps.
Cyllndr!cal. PH 15-,_ steel - heat shield assemblies were exposed to sovere=thermal:
cycling t_ assess the adequacy of vat!cue attachment methods. _
The report includes recommendations for the performance enl'=ancernent, and further
: _ development' lind testing of _'THERMO-LA(3=_ material.
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PHASE I
THERMAL PROPERTIES AND PERFORMANCE OF "THERMO-LAG" T-.500
MATE RIAL
CONTRACT: REQUIREMENTS
The Contractor will conduct a test prograr.1 upon "TI-,_-RMO-LAG. T-500 EX16?
thermostatic subliming material to determine its thermal Dropgrties and performance
characteristics and its behavior in the space environment.
Conductivity, specific heat, emlssivily_ coetficienl of expansion, of '..THERMO-LAG,
T-500 shall be determined as a funclTon of t_mperature both when the mater-ial is in
the virgin state and in the charred state. I_ suitable methods can be developed, pro-
perlles shall also be determined in o_e )r two intermediate states. Rate and temp-
eratures of decomposition shall be determined by Thermog._avimetric Analysis. Overall
heats of 3ecompositlon shall be me_,sured, and qualitative studies of decomposition shall C
be determined by Differential Thermal Analysis. Gases produced shall be analyzed. -.
The effect o| rate of chap formation, char densityj etc., oil f.hese properties shall be
expJo-ed, --
Thermal penformance shall be' studied for environments-typ;cal of Apollo class vehicles.
Thls per.fonmance shall be assessed by simulation of en'_y heating in an uncontaminated
plasma facility. A range of enthalpy, heating rate and oxygen content sl'_all be covered
for both steady state and transient simulations. Comparative radiant lamp simulations
shall be conduc,'ed.
Consideration shall be given to the effects of the space environment, aPd vacuum ex-
posure upon the subseque'lt performance'of the ablation materials.
CONTRACT INVESTIGATIONS AND ._.ESIJL';I'S
Thermal Conductivity vallJes were determined _.oP "THERMO-LAG,' T-500-/-I . and
T:500-6 In both (he-virgin and charred states. L_eter,r_inations were made over a
ternperatuPe range of -150 ° to 400 ° F. in ar:cordance with the ASTM O177-45
.quarded hotplate procedure. Abridged results E.re as follows:
Thermal Conduclivit; - BIu/NP-FI°F.
t "Test Temperature, °F. -150- 0 7? - 250 400T-500-4, Vlrg;n 0.052 0.069 e.0B0 0t064 0. 102
T-500-4, ChaP 0. 038 I 0. 038 0. 038 0. 037 0. 036
'r-500-6, Virgin 0.074 I 0.055 0.060 0.070 0.06/-;
T-500-6, Char 0.043 l 0.042 0.04-1 0.039 0.038
Specific heats of virgin and charred "THERMO-LAG" T-500 materials were. deter-
mined over avrar_ge of temperatures by a method of mixtures employing a pa.r'r
Adiabatic Calorimeter and using !olueno as the immersion fluid. The interpolated
results were :
1
I
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/Meari Specific Heat, Btu/Lb °F.
Test Temperature, °F. -115 i 0 100 240 400
T-500-4, V;Pgin 0.23 0.26 0+36 0.3'7 0.60
T-500-4, Char 0.32 0.32 0.32 O. 40 0.65
T-500_6, Vlrcjln 0.20 0.25 0.31 0.40 0.56
T-5C0-6, Char 0.27 0.26 0.34 0.3'7 0.41
DENSITY. "Using Method A of ASTM b,Tg2-50 and a Fisher-Young Gravitometer,
the densities of virgin "THERMO-LAG" T,-500 materials were. determined over a
range of temperatures with ',he following results:
-
Density, L b/Ft 3
Test Temper'slurs, °F -100 0 '77'7 250 400
T-500-_. 67.0 52.5 52.0 59.5 58.0
T-500-6 68.5 62.5 62.0 60.0 59.5
• EMISSIVITY. Total normal emissivity values for "THERMO-LAG" T.-500 materia.Is
werePcletermlned over a range of temper='_tures above, below, and _t the sublimation
temperature+ The-determinations were nlade, under sub-contract, by Washington
Un|versitl., using an apparatus, consisting of an environmental gu&rd maintained at test
te.-nDerahJPe, a reference black bo;:ly heated to the appropriate temperatul'e, and a .
thermopile radiometer. -:
+ Test date indicate the occurr, snce of marked emissivity ch,=nges during sublimation of
"THERMO-LAG" T-500 materials.+ At temperatures ranging from circa 100 to
400 ° F. the emissivity cJl precharred "THERMO-LAG" T-500 :naterla_ is approxi-
mately 0.93. Virgin materials prior to sublimation range in emissivity from 0.9 to
0.9_. During sublimation, and at temperatures ,above the sublimatior;, temperature
emissivity values decrease with "THER.MO-LAG" T-500-4 approaching 0.8 at
,700°F. and "THERMO-L_.G i+ T-500-6 approaching 0.6 at ,700°F. With further
. terppeature increelse where oxidation effects are pronounced, er:nIssivity values-w.ould .....
be expected to incre{ise.
LIh_EAR COEFFICIENT'-OF THERMAL EXPANSION. Determinations of thermal
expansion coefficients were made in accordance with ASTM D696-44 for both virgin
arid charred "THERMO-LAG" T-500 materials at nominal test temper_itures ranging
froPR -i/4.0 ° to 3IS°F. These values ape:
Linear Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, in/ln-°F
Nominal Test Temperature, "IF "I. . -,,0 Ii o '7'7 = _ 0 I ...... 31
1"=:500-4, V_roi'n'" + .7 1.'Txj0 -5 5xI0"512"6x_'_''5 2''7x10-5" 1"8'<10-5 "
_d
T-500-4, Char .t0.gxf0-5 _" li.8×,0-5 + 1Z_xl0-5 .4X10-5 . zl.× 10 -5
T-500-6, V|rgln I i.exlO-" txlO-SI2.0×+o-5 o.?xao-5 i().6:<10-'5
T.-500-6,Char +1o.?xIO-5_Xlo-S!i.3x,O-'-_;f.,7×:o-5iO,9xiO-5
Z
THERMCGRAVlMETRIC ANALYSIS. Rates and temperatures of dec0mpositi_',n and
changes of state of ;he "THERMO-LAG" T-500 ,m_tterials were determined by record-
irtg sample weights during exposure to _ntrolled temper'atures iRcreasing at a constant-
rate. All ap.'_aratL_s conslsting essentially of & rate controlled oven and ,s Oahn electro.-
-.balance with associated programmers ar';,d recorders was used. We;ght versus temp.-
eratuPe histories at+three rates of overt1 temperature increase show the h_ghest rate of
weight loss to occur between oven temperatures of 450 ° and 550°F. No rlg_ific;=nt
2 .:
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differences were observed between _'THERMO-LAG" T-500-k and T-500-6.
OIFFF-RENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS. -The thermal behavior o _ 'THERMO-t_AG.
T-500 ;r_ateeials under controlled temperature rise was stud!ed by continuously record-
ing the difference in temperature between a "THERMO-LAG. T-500 specimen and a
thermally inert silica material during simultaneous, heating. A Oeltatherm DTA _ppara-
tus was used. Tests were conducted at three rates of tempepc, ture !ncrease. Fop
both "THERMO-LAG'" T-500-6 and T-500-4, dlffePential temperature deflections
indicated two definite endothermic phenomena to occur within the temperature range
200 ° to 1000°F. A minor endotherm occurring at approximately z-1.20°F, is attributed,
to a crystalline rearrangement of the subliming inorganic salt. A second and major
endotherm indicative of the sublimation temperature of the "THERMO-LAG" T-500
materials begins at 545 ° to 560°F. The DTA apparatus was calibrated usln9 A9 NO 3,
having a known heat of fusion of 16.2 cal/gm. Based on _"fis calibrauon, the overall
heat of decomposi_lon of ITTHERMO-LAG" T-500 material was calculated at 1550.
E3tu/tLb.
GAS ANALYSIS. Gases produced from "TH_.RMO-LAG_m T-500 materials during
ablation were subsequently analyzed using a E3eckman GC-2,Achromatograph equipped
with silicone and molecular sieve cc:umns. Although calibration of the silicone column
was not attained for BF 3 and H_-, the presence of which is predictable, approximately
8? percent by volume of the evolved gas was identified as follows:
H 2- zi5 percent N 2 - 0.8 percent CO - 6.6 percent O21:-I6 --1o/-I . percent
O2- 0.1 percent CH 4 - 17.6 percent CO2,C2H 4 - 8.2 I--I_.S - 5.8 percent
THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF "THERMO-LAG" T-500 FOR ENVIRONMENTS "
, TYPICAL OF APOLLO CLASS VEHICLES
AIR-ARC FLIGHT SIMULATION TESTS, Plasma jet leSls of "THERMO-LAG"
"1"-500 materials were conducted at stagnation point heat fluxes ranging from 30 to
/456 E3tu/FL2-Sec.-and at enthalples ranging fr_om 2500 to Z3,000 Btu/Lb. Test
condition matrices and model configurations-were designed to obtainj from each mode!,
material performance information refative to thick, stagnation region heat .shields and
thinner (0.1 inch maximum) aft body coatings. [Data obtained from this extensive
• test effort were analyzed to provide performance information directly applicable to
the design of an Apollo type vehicle heat shield and to provide fundamentai definition :"
of the "THERMO-LAG t_ T-500 ablation, mechanl§m suitable for the estaklishment of
a numerical ablation program for computer solution.
1. A transient ablation test series consisting of 45 plasma jet runs was
conducted at plasma stream conditions ranging-from 3500 to 23,000 -
elu/Lb total enthalpy.and corresponding cold wall stagnation point
heat fluxes ranging from 35 to 456 Btu/Ft2-Sec. Six conditions were
selected for the series. M,Jltlple Puns were made at each condition with
varying exposure time. Following exposure, test models were sectioned
to pern-,if mea._urement of virgin and char- material recession at-the
stagnation point and at sidewall locations. Test-measure='nents were
used to construct, for each stream condition, plots showing recession
histories,-mass loss rates, a_d surface temperatures as functions of
exposure time.
The test results and observed 0_TI-JERMO.LAG_ T-500 per[ormance
characteristics fell into two general categories: The first, typified by
the trar'islent history shown in F tgure 1, includes test conditions in the
iovvor heat flu;,_=enthalr_y range whero surface temperatures did not
3
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exceed 3100°R. Within this range of conditions, no change in model
configuration was observed, recession histories we,'-e nonlinear, and
the thickness of the debris layer inc:"eased throughout the test duration.
At hig#er heat-flux-enthalpy conditions, (110 Btu/Ft2-Sec., 10,000 Btu/Lb
and above), the ablation behavior showed the effects of debris loss through
oxidation. Performance was characterized by a relatively short transierJt
phase of rapid debris layer growth to a mexlmum thlckncss fo_ owed by
ablation dur!ng which a nearly constant debris layer, thickness , ,_==
maintained. A transient history typical oT the seco;-_d category :s shown
in Figure 2.
2. AIr arc tests of "THERMO-LAG" T-500 were performed to i'westigate
the effects on material performance of variations in the oxygen content of-"
the high energy plasma s,ream. Sixteen tests were performed, at four .
stream conditions within the enthalpy -.ange of 2500 to 15,000 Etu/L..b
and the corresponding stagnationheat flux range, of 48 to 300 Bttl/Ft2-Sec.
Four tests were conducted at each stream condition at oxyger c,.,ncentretions
of 0, 7, 15, and 21 percent by volume. At all conditions, model surface
temperature£ _creased with increased stream oxygen as did total material
recession. ,A correlation of debris recession rates is shown in Figure 3.
The data indicate, that the surface recession rate increases exponentially
to _= surfac'_ temperature of about 4500°R at which poln" a diffusion process .
becomes c_ntrolllng.
@
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Figure 4. Variation of Enthalpy With Time for Overshoot Trajectory Simulation Test
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3. Air arc tests were performed to establish the relationship between
stagnation pressures and effective 3ross heat of .-"blation of the "THERMO-
LAG" "I"-500 material. Test._ were run at constant total enthalpies of
12,000, 17,500, anc_ 2,5,000 Btu/L_b. Pressures were varied by a
factor of approximately four at each enthalpy. It was expected that the
pressure at the surface of the ablator wou_d influenc._ the heat transfer
rate, _hemtcal reactions et the ablator surface, oxygen diffusion to the
surface, aerodynamic =.;hear, and chem;cal reactions within the debris
layer, all of which would affect the average cold wall ablator efficiency.
Test results indicated a ger, eral increase in average gross heat of
ablation with increased ,._tagnation ic.ressuPe, for exar.,ple; at a constan_ Ir
boundary layer enthalpy difference of 10,500 Btu/Lb., a 13 percent E
increase in gross effectiveness r.esulted from an increase in stagnation
pressure from 0.005 to 0.020 atmospk-re.s.
4. An evaluation of material performance response to varying total
enthalpy at constant heat {iux £vas conducted to obtain a measure of
the energy transferred within the boundary layer and to determine
effects on the debris layer. The test series was designed to cr.ve '_
a total enthalpy rarge of 2500 to 17,500 E3Iu/Lb and heating P31tes of
50 to 300 Btu/Ft2-Sec. Test results showed rrJaterial performance _t
total enthalpies of S000 Btu/Lb and less to be essentially independent
of boundary layer enthalpy difference. Also, the absence of apparent
significant oxidation reactions permitted re-radiation of most of the
incident heat flux. Above 5000 Btu/L.b_ the effective heat of ablation
was found to Increase with increased total enthalpy.
5. In the course of the air arc test program, sever'-=l different medel
geometries were utilized to achieve a range of hast flux while main-
taining constant stagnation pressure and tota_ er, thalpy. Model con-
figurations, tested included 5/8 _nd 1 inch Pad!us hemisphere-cylinders,
hemisphere-cones, and flat-faced cyPnders. While evaluation of ,'he
t_st results indicated the initial model shape to have an effect on
ablation perforr_,ance, a complicating factc, r was observed in many
oases where model shape varied durin_ exposure. It can be generally
concluded from the re3ults that, for total enthalpies of 10,000 Btu/L_b
and above, and for comparable surface t_m,_er'a;ui-cc, debris thicknesses
were greater for modeis of larger diameter with associated gre_ter
apparent efficiency.
6. Tests vvene performed with the environmental he_t flux, enthalpy, and
low s_ream established as functions of lime to ._imul-',te,._nsofar as
permitted by the limitations of the test facility, the perf(,rmance r_'lge
required of a heat shield material for protection of a ._up_rorbital
manned spacecraft during the entr'y maneuver. The _est w_s designed
to simulate the Apollo overshe_t trajectory. _'igure 4 shows the
trajectory calibration map irl terms of Stagnation enthalpy _._nd time.
Data from the trajectory simulation test were corrlp_l'ed with results of
IBM computer prediction runs as 'shown in Figure 5. Tr.ajectory
simulation test results _greed with _mputer predictions of debris
layer surface temperatures and iota,; material recessiorl within 10 percent.
?. An a|r-arc test series was performed to det3r nine the extent to which
a "I"-500 heat shleld_ Interrupted by gaps of varlous dlmenslons can ":"
provide thermsl protection to ;_ subs:Pate rnateri<_l. ,_,water-cooled L;
specimen holder was designed and fabricated to remove about 200 Btu/ "_
Ft2-Sec. at the stagnst|on l|ne. The holder acc3mmodated two gap ;_!
test specimena_ one with the gap parallel to stream flow and the other
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/normal to stream flow. Gap dimensions were selected to bo proportionately
represer.tatlve of heat shield dlscontlr:uitles that might be expected at joints,
_. windows, and hatches. Substrata tempe._atures beneath the he_l shield
f gap and beneath the heat shield material 0.125 Inch from the gap center
were measurad durl,'lg exposure to stream conditions haying total
•_ enthaiples of 10_000 and 17_500 Btu/Lb. Llnder the conditions
|nvesttgate6 gap ta,'nperatuPes dld not exceed 110 percent of protected
sublt.-ate temperature, whh significant temperature differences occurring
only in the specimens having gap,= normal to stream flow:
8. AIr arc: tests were conduc:ed to obtain exPerlmental data bearing on the
_ a,.,|a._,o n _pOneffect of stagnation region _ ": afterbody heat transfer and ablation
of ,'T]-_ERMO-L.AG" T-500 material. Two dimensional test models of 3
types were designed having cylindrical leading edges of one inch radius
; constructed of copper:., graphite, and "THERMO-LAG" T-500.
Provision v/as made to permit Insertion of Instrumented test coupons
aft of the leading edge. Test models were exposed to stagnation heating
rates of 36, 79.5, and 121.3 EBtu/FI2-Sec. and corresponding total stream
entha!-_ies of 5000, t0,000, and 17,500 ratu/Lb. Test measurements con-
firmed the expected .-eduction in downstream beat transfer and ablation
i_ resulting ,'Pore upstream mass injection. Downstream heat transfer" rates
determined from models havL,_j "THERMO-LAG" leading edges were
ii 25 to 45 percent less than the theoretical rate. :
!NFRARED RADIATION TESTS --
-: "'_- T-4venty-flve ra_ation-ablatlon |ests of "THERK,,O-LAG" T-500 rwlalePial were per-
formed at cold ,,vail heat fluxes r_r, ging fr0m 5 to 30 Btu/Fl_-Sec. Cylindrical
"'IHERMO-LAG" T-500 models were fabricated instrumented with four thermo-
: couples at varying and known depths in the material. Measurements were made
for" the purpose o| establishing temperature-time derivatives required to obtain
: I: .'rw.meters for use in the numerical ablation program.- These parameters were;.
|. The specific energy of chemical reaction of gaseoL_s ablation products
t within the debris layer. -.
_., Heat capacity term for the _aseous ablation products,
" 3 Effective thermal conductivity of the debris
The rag,JILts of the tests and analysis are shown in Figure 6.
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, _igure 6. Effective Thermal Conductivity of the Debris Layer and the Specific
_" Energy of the Gaseous Ablation Products.
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VACUUM EXPOSURE. Specimens of ;'THERMO-LAG" T-,500 material were
exposed to :gressure in the range of 10 -4 Torr for" extended times to deter-mine
"material weight loss at temperatures _amging from 80 ° to 250_F, Data from the
test sepias were analyzed and the following general conclusions were drawn:
1. The rate of weight loss decreases as vacuum exoosure lime Increases.
2. The rate of weight loss Increases with Increased material temperature.
3, The rkte of we.'ght loss Increases _s initial specl,'nen thickness increases
up Io a limiting thickness at which point the Pate becomes a function of
time and temperPture only.
An analysis of the effect of material losses during a ;4-day exposure to spy'.ca
environment on the design weight of a sup_rorbita! vehicle heat shield was r._.--_de,
To compensate for. material losses, an Increase in heat shield weight from 858
to 9'78 pounds would be required.
A numerical analysis technique was used to assess the effect on n'_teriat therm_.;
oerformance of selective subliming salt losses up to 20 per'cent. The analytical
results indicate a 20 percent loss of salt to cause an 11.3 percent increase in
."netePIal consumption and a three percent Increase in surface temperature itotal
during 300-second exposur,e- to a plasma stream typified by a cold wall stagnatio n
point heat flux of 110 Btu/Ft2-Sec. and a total enthalpy of 15,052 Btu/Lb. : :
Comparative air arc tests were performed on identical test models, one of which :
was stored at normal atmospheric co.'n.ditlcns re." 100 hours_ the ot,,er being held
at 10 -4. Torr dnd _.5G-°F. No significant difference in pePform_ance ,.,,/as obser:ved.
L
J
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PHASE !1
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF "THERMO-LAG' T-500 MATERIAL
"TONTRAQT FEQUIREMENTS. IVl_chanlcal properties shall be obtatr_d for both
l:_olded and sprayed versions of "THERMO-LAG" material. Such properties as
shear" -nd tensile Strength, flexurel s-trer.-gth and silliness end elastic moduli shall be
explored for" virgin, and par"tlally charred mater'ials. The effect of ultra-violet r"s-
dlat!on on flexuPal strength shall be explored. The boost environmental effects shall
be studled by acoustic tests of ,THERMO-LAG" _,orayed on hof_eycomb sandwich
support StPMCIUPQ, I.wl_ii per"tinent cases, these mechanical prcp0rtte5 shall be d_ter'-
: mitred as functions of temper_ltures.
CONTRACT INVESTIGATIONS AND RESULTS
TENSILE STRENGTH. Twelve tensl.|s tests were performed on each of the
-THERMO-LAG" mater"isis , T-500- z;, spray deposited and T-500-6 glass reinforced
"- and molded. Tests were perfor_med in accordance with ASTM D759-48 at
_ tsmperatur`es r"anglng from -150 to 400 ° F. Abr"Idged mean results of the tests ape
as follows:-
_ _ T.500-4,-, T--.500-6
Test Temper"ature, iF. --150 0 I ?5. 4001. -150 0 ?5 40C
I I II i I I
Ultimate Tensile Strength, psi 600 865 390 3(] 1310 1190.1:'820' 2?0
!
I
'; 4!
Initial Modulus, psi x 10 -3 _70 132 50 18_. 170 i 62 10
i
Elongation, Per"cent 0.60 0.?5 _.65 3.2(J0.75 1.0011.95 2.00
-- I I
SHEAR-STRENGTH. Punch t,vpe shear strength tests were per"formed using the
AST'M 'D732-46 pr"oceduPe with "THERMO-LAG" T-500 test specimens of 0.25 inch
thickness. Mult|ple tests wepe performed over the temper{lt_._re range of -150 ° to
250 ° We The ebr"idged mean r.',sults ape:
I I T-5oo-/4 I T-500-6 .... ITe., o.  ,oI- 0, °I
IShe_r ,S:Tngth. I psi _.I I I ! ! i . I l.. 2450 2200 ?00 -250 2340 2000 980 250 Im,,.i
FLEXURAL STRENGTH. The flexur'al properties of "THEI_MO-LAG I_ T-500 wePe
deter'm_ned in scoot'dance with ASTM D?g0-61A using rectang141ar bars of material,
Zl.,0, x 0.25" x 0.5".. Multiple tests were performed in the -150 to 400 Q F. r'ange.
Abr-idged mean results are _,s follows:
10
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I I T-_OO-_ , I '_T_ I
_es,Tem_rature,"F. l--'_oi01 _:_--_I _I_001
I - I I lro]=-l;l--i I !2040 2400 1260 320e 4040 2060 400Flexural Strength, psl 45 0 3i ....
JLTRAmVIOLEET EXI:_C)SUI=_E. Flexural strength sper':r,ens were exposed to ultra-
vl!ot radlatlon, wavelength 2537-3650 A °. , for a per'.'od of _4 days following which time
room temperature flexur'al strength tests were perfor-mecI. The test results indicate
ultra-vlolet exposure to have negliglbl_,, el;eel on "THERMO-LA(3" T-500 fle×ural
strength.
" |1 i
Test Temperature, °i=. i -150 I (J_' 771400 1-1501 01 ??1/4001
iaFlexur,streng,h,psi _,, _ , ,
F=LEXURAL STIFFNESS. The tlexur'al stiffr_3's of "THERMO-LAG" T-500 was
determined In accordance with ASTM D'747-61 uslr_g equipment modified to permit
testing at elevated temperatures. Stiffness mociuli were calculated from specimen
measurements, load and Potation determinatior_s. S_._tisfactory agreement with tensile
moduli was obtained. Abridged results ape as follows:
T-500-4 T-500-6
Test Temperature, °F. -150 0 73 /400 -150 0 ?3j40p
Stiffness Moduli, psi x 10 -3 247 209 /46 3 25? 215 77 181
,11 ii
J
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/PHASE III
THERMAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS. Methods of thermal performance analysis shall be
developed which, by applying the data obtained It, Phase I_ will enable accurate
pr_dictlon of ablator performance in flight within the region of interest specified in
Appendlx A for after'body c,_nsideratlons.
A-routir shall be prepared in Fo:-.tran for 7040 or ?090 operatic,, :o analyze the
-system in _ne dimension. This shall provide for: Input of conve'cti'veand r_.diati_.e
flux, "_co_ "j enthalpy, pressure, and state of boundary, layer; blocking of convective
• flu× by :P.an_piringgase._, and of convection by hot wall effects; oxidation and erosion
of surface as a function o! surface temperature, with allowance for dltfusion of oxygen
through the bound:_ry layer in the presence of transpiring gases; heat release:l by
chemical reactions at the surface; reflection and reradiation at the surface; h_.at Con-
due*Ion., through the carbonaceous material, and through ",h_._.dJbris layer, and virgin
subliming materiel; chemical kinetics in the subliming material and the heat of
decomposition; conduction through the bond llne and the backup structure.
CONTRACT Ib'V._STIGATIONS AND RESULTS. In accordance with the require-
ments of NASA Contract NAS 9-877, Emerson has developed a computer program
for the prediction of abl_,tive material performance In a thermal environment
characteristic of that c_eff,_ed fop the APOLLO Command Module. _7
The total program, wylie _pecif[caJJy prepared for a one-dimensional 3ublimi_.g a01ator
model, has meintain._d a generality throughout by establishing all data such as radiant
and convective heat flux, film coefficient, etc., as inputs to th_ computer. Any
arbitrary number of computing points within the material and _ny co_-r_binatlon of mater_al"
propertic- ..'_.ay be consider'ed. The program may be utilized to analyze rn.aterial
performance in rocket nozzles, combustion chambers, aerodyrsrr}l c heating regions,
radiant heating environments, and in solid-state heat conduction problems. The program
may_ be used to compute the performance of chaPPing (debris forr_dng) and non-chaPPing
ab,stion materials, solid-state heat storage heat shields, and radiation cooled strL, ctures.
The program |s sufficiently general to allow the use of schemes such as implicit,
explicit, or Crank-N|cholson numerlca_ approxImatlons by the designation of proper
input parameters, inputs to the program er-e convective and radiative heat fluxes,
local enthalpy, pressure, State of the boundary I_yer, and thermodynamic properties
cf the heat shield material and substrata material 3 and the physical dimensions of the
problem.
"The program will predict material periormai'lce in terms of: • ,
1, V|r'gln material recession (thickness history)
2. Debris recession
3. Toi."! mass loss Pate
4. Surface temperature
5. Backsi_ temperature
_ 6. Temperature at any pr'escribed poinl In the debris layer, virgin
material, or substrate material
The program accounts for the following heat and mass transfer mechani:3ms with fluid
boundary layer chaPP.c,,cristics:
I_ SubllrnalJon of inorganic subliming'compound
2. Transport of volatilized _I,_,_S through: porous debris matrix
12
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3, Dissociation of sublimate gases in the porous matrix
4. Effect of mass injection into the boundary layer upor, convective heating
5. Surface chemical kinetics due to oxidation
6. Radiant heat flux away from the deDriS surface
?. Corduction through the bond line and substrate
A program manual was prepar, ed Including detailed discussions of problem formulatlon_
numerlcal technique '= employedp Input and output format_ program stops t operating
ln.(.:ructlons, 8tatamant-of the program In For-tranj and a g!ossary.
A heat conducilofl prob|en-_, 6 translent flight simulation ablation problem, and seve-al
steady etate ablation problems were-run to verify the program. Verification was
accomplished by' reproducing the test data wlth exper',_mentally determined thermodynamic
pa rame te rs.
13
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PHASE iV
ATTACHMENT DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS, Techniques for bondin9 molded "THERMO-LAG"
shall be developed and demonstrated by shear and tensile tests throughout the working
range. S!nce a sub-structure capable of wlthst*ndlng high temperatures is dash.able
as a backup, bonding techniques must be applicable to stainless or super-allot;
materials.
Mechanical attachments with both metal and "THERMO-LAG" attachment members
shall also be developed and tested in tension and shear.
The effects of the boost environment shall be studied by acoustic tests of molded
panels of "THERMO-LAG" bonded and mechanically attached to honeycomb sand-
wich structure.
The effects of thermal cycling from -150°F to 2500F shall be determined fop the
various attachment techniques.
INVESTIGATIONS AND RESIJLTS
SURFACE TRE_,TMENT. A study of {hirteen general categories of surface treat-
ments for the preparation of PH i5-7 Ivlo steel was conducted fop the selection of the
procedure providing superior bond strength of spray deposited "THERMO-LAG! t
T-500-4 to the basis metal. Based on comparative bond tension and bond shear
test results, conducted over the temperature range ,'_f ;,nterest, a Sulfuric acid re-
vorse etch technique was selected. The bond stPengt, values Of spray-applied
T-500-4 to sulfuric acid reverse etch treated PH 15-'7 Mo steel are as follows:
Test Temperature, "F -250 0 80 300
Bond Shear Strength, psi 470 4'70 5__0 495
Bond Tenslle Strength, psi 4,0 550 1420 250
- , ,
SECONDARY ADHESIVES. Twenty-one adhesives of the silicone, urethane,
phenolic, or epoxy types were evaluated for selection of the superior materlal for
bonding "THERMO-LAG" T-500-6 to PH 15'.-7 Mo steel surfaces. The superior
f0UP metal surface treatment procedures used in the precedlrlg study were tested with
each candidate adhesive. Based upon bond shear and bond tensile strength tests
over the tl_mperatuPe range of -250 to 300°F., a phenolic adhesive, HT-424,
proved superior for secondary bonding applications. The adhesive material provides
the following bond _trength.._ to H2SO 4 reveP_e etched PH 15-7 Mo.
Test T_;mpeP.atuP_eei °F'_ _-- .,, -250 0 ] ?7 300
Bond--c'._hear Sh_ngth, psi 4? 1 384 339 ?6
Bond Tensile Strength, psi 56 441 191 2?
---:_ _ 1 I I i
MECHANICAl_ FAS-I'ENERS_ A mechanical fastene," consisting of bolh "THERMO-
LAG" an# metal c(_n'.ponents w_s developect and tested as a means of attaching
"THERMOS, LAG :'T-500-6 panels to a vehicle structure Without destroying the
integrity of the heat shield. The fastener consists of a T-S00 stud assembly con-
talning an alumindm insert in the shank portion. A 360 degree radial spring sur-
rounds the-stud transmitting the differential, thermal load into the plate-nut por'tion of
the fas_anep. This portion o! the fastener Is attached to the substructure by screws
or rivets distrlbt!ting the shear, torsion or' overturning moments into the basic outer
strJ:cture.. AT1 aluminum Stud and retainer assembly secured to the internal end of
1965015245-017
the plate Rut housing permits the ,,TI-tERtvI, O-LAG,, stud to be secured. A nyi,_ck
;,'.sePt prevents loosening of the stud assembly. An exploded view of the iastener is.
shown in Figure 7. Fastener assemblies v/ere subjected to shear and tensile tests
at various temperatures to determine failL, r'e loads. Average test results ere:
f . --.
_i'est Te.,m,peraturet _F. - i50 75 200 300
Ultimate Tensi!e Load, Ibs.- 336 28 _ 107 I" 126
Ultimate _hear Load, Ibs. 2?5 135 115 115
i
VIBRATION. Test patois were prepared for vibration "_esting consisting of a 3/8 inch
honeycomb sandwich substrLic_ure to which "THERMO-LAG" was applied by means of
spray deposition, secondary bonding, and mechanical attachment. The direct spray
and the secondary bonded panels are 2 feet square having 0.20 inch of T-500 rr, ateria',
applied. Two 11 ;-" 1T paqels were prepared, each having four n,echanical faster,,Jrs
securing 0.4-inch th.;ck T-500-in one case and !.0 inch t-500 in the other. The
panels vvere submitted [o NASA, MSC, Houston, Texas for acoustic or mechanical
vibration testing.
Tests were conducted to assess the effect of thermal cycling between -150 and 250°F.
upon assembl;es consistin£ of i0 inch diameter PFt 15-? Mo cylinders to which
I'THERMO-LAG" had been applied by the three attachment methods.
15
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PHASE V
,.. "
STRUCTURAL SCHEMES AND ANALYSIS
CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS. Consideration shell be given to schemes whlch
could be used In the appllcatlon of "THERMO-LAG" material to a spacecraft heat
protection system. Speclflcally, the following problem areas should be studied
and solutions suggested: Joint, gap and edge fillers and sealing, hatch end window
joining, f!etd repair and maintenance ,__nd preliminary design criteria.
.._ slmpl|i|ed ._tress analysis shall be ,;onducled us|n9 the lher.moelasii_ pPopePlles of
Phases I and il and assuming onedfmenslonal heat flow'.
CONTRACT INVESTIGATIONS AND RESULTS
STRUCTURAL SCHEMES. Investigations were performed as required to define
the procoss of applying "THERMO-LAG" T-500 to a structure by means Of spray
deposlllon. The following process elements were defined:
1. Spray Equipment
9.. Sprlsying Schedules
3. Surface Preparation
4. Curing Cycle
The Importance of pPeclse, adherence to recommended procedures was emphasized by
the f|ndtngs of an hlvestlgation of an occurrence of blistering during arc jet exposure
of several test models. The cause of the malperform_ince was traced to the |era-
alien of In'organlc sail Stratification duping _pray application using a non-rec|rculat|ng
spray apparatus.
JOINT, GAP, AND EDGE FILLER_ FIELD MAINTENANCE. "THERMO-LAG"
T-500 of a putty or dough consistency formulated by a reduction of volatile diluent con-
tent was investigated for" use es is joint and gap filler and for field repair. A technique
for establishir_j the degree of cure was developed based on extraction of unpol:,,q,er_zec,
solids. This technique was en3ployed to assess the effectiveness of various means of
curing the filler material. A number of chemlca! accelerators and combinations o;
accelerators were tested and were found not to _)rovide the desired degree of cure.
Conductive application of heat from a graphite heating element encapsulated !n the
filler rnateFial was found ineffective. A satisfactory degree of cure of fiiler materiel
was obtained by application of radiant flux frorr, an infrared source. Conditions of
exposure were investigated and established for va,r'ious filler material thicknesses.
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS. Heat shields applied to a honeycornb sandwich struc-
ture were analyzed under thermal loading conditions typlcal of Apollo mission phases.
Thermal!y induced loading, resulting from the very low temperatures encountered
during the space transit phase, imposes ttle most severe demand upon the e=dequacy
of the heat shleld-substr'ucture assembly; hence, analytical effort was concentrated on
this mission phase.
Analytical methods were derived fop calculating slab stresses in flat, cylindrical, and
spherical panels consisting of "THERMO-LAG" bonded to or spray deposited on a
honeycomb substrats. The slab stress equations are applicable at points reasonably
removed from free edges ancl were developed for panels free of external restraints.
.One dimensional heat flow was assumed. Stresses as functions of I:'oissonls ratio,
1'/
/modulus of e_asticlty, coeffic'ent of thermal expansion, and the !emper,ature .henge
from the stress free state t_ the temperature of interest were calculated usin.g the
field equations of elasticity, All quentitles are functions of distance from the sub-
stPucIur_}-"THERMO-LAG, interface. The effects of inertia and thermoelasttc
dissipation were not considered rn the analyses in order that uncoupled quasi-static
theory could ha L,*._,llzed.
Study results indicate thrtt, within the I,mltations of the analysis, "THERMO-LAG,
T-500-6 is clearly super|or tO uTHERMO-LAG, "I" 500-4. A |T'_aximum stress level
of ! 105 psi was calculated for the -6 material and 1170 psi for the -4 material. The
stresses were computed for" a large unrestrained panel consisting of a 0.75 inch thick
heat shield bonded to a 2.00 inch thick honeycomb substructure .subjected to a linear
ternpereture chanEe.
E)uP_t'Jg the course of work originally contracted under NAS 9-877, a unique method of
determining the thermal-structural behavior of a heat shield was developed. This
- method Involves idealizing the heat shield as a truss network and has the advantages
of theoretical simplicity and applicability loa variety o_ thermal-structural prob}ems.
in order to provide the NASA with comprehensive thermal-structural criteria, with
particular regard to heal shield interface stresses at free edges, a contract P×{anslon
was granted to refine and expand the truss analogy studies and to develop a program
fop rapid r,umerical computer problem solution.
The extended study included: (1) an investigation of the relative effects of modulus,
PoIssonls ratio, heat _=hleld and bond thickness, and radii of curvature on interface
thermal stress for a semi-lnifirlite panel bonded to a rigid substruc_.uPe; (2) an
analysis of the effects of thermal gradients, inciud|ng the material property variations
with terrlperature, on inter.face stresses; (3) study of the effects of deformation of
a flexible substructure or, heat shield thermal stresses; (4} investigation of interface
bond thermal stresses using energy analyses of an elastic body and comparison of
the truss network solution to a known classical solution; (5} experimental corrobor-
ation of the analytical results; _md (6) an analysis to determh_e the extent to which
the viscoelastic J_)ehavlor of "THERMO-LAG- T-500 materi_l should be considered.
The results of the extended analyses are as follows:
1. COMPUTER PROGRAM FRESULTS
(Task 1) A curved penal with an R/t of 3-1/3 had a 23_0 higheJr peak
peeling stre_s and a 50_ greater peak shear stress than a flat panel fop
a similar type problem.
The maximum Patio of peak lneerface peelir, g stress !o slab stress for a
flat panel was 1.53. 13oisson's ratio was 0.25 for, this case.
']'he ma'dmum ratio _f peak interface shear stress to slab stress for a
Ilat panel was 1.20. Poissonls _p-tio was 0.50 for this case.
For the case of plane stress, the effuct of Poissonls Patio on interface
stresses i8 not pronounced.
(Task 3} A I,near temperature variation through the heal shield ,-educed
the peak In',¢rface peeling stress by 44 percent and the peak interface
shear s_re.,ss by 62 percent from that calculated f,_r a uniform t_r'_perature.
interface _tr*esF_es decreased wlth decreasing severity of the" temperature
gradient.
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(Task 4) The effect of a flexible honeycomb subsh-uctur'e on intP.rface
thermal stresses was investigated. Again, curved pr_nels r_-xhibitod
higher peak stresses thaq did flat panels.
Stress ratios increased as the thickness of the substructur_ was increased
in all cases, However, a limiting vahJe was r'eached of 8 1 percent of ".he
peak stress for a rigld ba'.;e, "T'his occurred for a particular face plate
thickness. It would be necessary to increase the face plate thickness in
addition to the substructure thickness to achieve an interface str'.ess com-
parable to that for a rigid base.
2, SUBSTANTIATION OF TRUSS NETWORK
(Task 6) Energy solutions: Complementary and potential energy methods
were utlllzed to substent|ate the truss network method.
The results from a potential energy solution produced about 20,_0 gre-3ter
displacements than results from the truss network solution to an identical
problem, The difference was attributed to the large grid size of the
truss network which introduced constraints which restricted the d_-_place-
ments. This difference would be lessened with reduced grid size.
The complem?ntary eneruy method was employed to verify interfac',
stresses as calculated by the truss network method. At ti',e forwa_ d
face, the form of the stress function used in the complementary energy
method imposes a value of zero s._lear stress regardless of applied
loading, Using the truss network method_ a 9000 psi shear stress at the
foPwe-'d face was indicated fop a"l applied stress of /.I.860 psi. At distances
removed from the forward face in excess of the heat shield thickness, stress
dis_ributlons computed by the two methods we, _ in close agreement.
A stress concentrat|on factor fop a plate subjected to uniform tension having
a small c|:.cular hole, the diameter of _,vhich was equal to four tirrles the
grid s;__e, was determined by the truss network me(hod. The results
vvere compared to a classical solution obtained from standard equations of
elasticity. The truss network result was 15 percent less than the Ifexactll
anaIyiical solution. With reduction of the grid size, the error would be
minimized.
('l'a._k 7) A photoelastlc study was conducted fop the experimental deter-
mination o,* interface stress distributions. The results were compared with
truss network solutions to similar problems. Indicated interface peeling
stresses were in fair agreement along the interface with the peak stress
about 20 percent less than that calculated by the truss network me_.hod.
Shear stresses again differed considerably at the forward face but showed
reasonable a:gPeement along the remainder of the interface.
3. INVESTIGATION OF RATE AND TIME EFFECTS
(Task 8) At eleva+ed temperatures, thermally irduced compressive
stresses Jn .TF-4EF:_MO-LAO' T-500 materia!s calculated by viscoelastic.
methods were significantly higher than those calcu!ated by elastic metl'_c.ds.
Relatively minor dlfferer_ces were fctJnd in the low telTIper;ature ran_e with
the elastically calculated stresses belng somewhat higher. The study
results support the conclusion that the extent of the effects of viscous
behavior on structural properties should be determined for any candidate
heat shield material.
19
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/PHASE Vl
FABRICATiOi.J OF" TEST ARTICLES
COI.iT_ACT REQUIREMENTS. in addition to the fabrication of specie ._ns for _he ",
(_sting required in the foregoing phases, at least three lest panels 1_ inches x 12 i:,ches
or jarcjeP, shall be made with "THERMO-LAG" material on a honeycomb substruc[ure_
Drawh'xjs and pre_,ir:linaPy sp._cifica..tlons for these panels shall be supplied. LJp to two
of these panels shatl be tested in a r'ad!Bnt lamp or torch facility.
CONTRACT INvEsT;G/tTIONS AND RESULTS. Test spat:roans and models
_vel'.e, [_bricaled from IITHERMO-LAG" T-500-4 and T-500-6 lop all phases of the
evaluation' program. Model and specimer, types Include:
T._b End Tensile Flexural Etrength Pl,_sma Jet t,
Standar'd Tensile F;exural Stltfness Emi_tance :
Punch Shear Thermal Co:_ductlvlty Thermal Expansion ,
Specific Heat Vlbratlon V_lcuum Test
Der,slty JANAF Tensile Mechanical Fastener '"
Infrared Ra_atlon
J
)
)
!
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PHASE VII
: RECOMMENDATIONS
CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS. The contractor sk._ll, in the final report, make
recommendations to NASA for the performance enhancement, and further develop-
ment and testing of .THERMO-LAG" material.
! RECOMMENDATIONS. It Is recommended that a program be performed to provide
a thermal bar_rler materlal of the basic "THERMO-LAG" T-500 composition incor-
:_ porating adjustments in material properties, particularly those affecti;'_J structural
': integrity of _he heat shield and its ability to withstand the effects of the Apollo orbiting
environment. Further, the densrty of the material should be adjusted to 25 to 35
pounds per" cubic foot to permit a reduction in the e_timated weight of the Apollo
heat shield,
Pre-proDosal studies of structural and thermodynamic materlal property ellowab:es
ha_,e been performed using analyses developed or' refined under the completed con-
tr.e:et. The comparison of structural and thermal properties shown In Table 1
presents the results of those studies.
STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS. Assurance of heat shield integrity during
exposure to the Apollo mission envlronmenta; sequence particularly requires a
thermal barrier material capable of withstanding, without failure and with an
acceptable factor of safety, repeated temperature cycling between minus 2,50 and
250 degrees F, Recommended materiel property adjustments will provide the
required assurance through e reduction in the coefficient of thermal expansion,
improvement of ductlllty or :elongation capability, or compensatory trade-oils
between the two properties. Basic mechanical prope.-tles such as tensile strength,
bond strength, etc., will remain the same as in the present "THERMO-LAG"
T-500. A comparlson of present and recommended target property values is
shown In Table 1,
THERMODYNAMIC CONSIDER_,TIONS. Desirable properties-gstablished as
recommended target values based on aerothermodynamic considerations are also
shown in Table 1 The reduction in density to a value of 25 to 35 pounds per
cuDlc foot Is the essentlal change recommended.
ENVIRONMI=NTAL CONSIDERATIONS. Tests performed under the completed
comtract have shown "THERMO-LAG. T-500 to be subject to weight losses during
exposure to space Vacuum and temperature. It ls recommended that studies be
performed fop the redqctlon of mater|el weight loss In vacuum by a target value
of fifty percent.
Proposal studies of .'_tructural and thermodynamic materia_ property allowables have
been performed using analyses developed or refined under" the completed contract.
The comparison of structural and thermal proper'ies shown in Table 1 present£
the results of tho_ stLJdies in relation to the requiremento of lhe Apollo mission,
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